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When President Trump ran for President in 2016, he promised to nominate 
to the Supreme Court – and to the entire judicial branch – only those individ-
uals he felt confident would unswervingly follow the Constitution. He now 
has the opportunity to appoint a third Justice in this mold to the Supreme 
Court - Judge Amy Coney Barrett.

American voters elected Donald Trump and a Republican in 2016, and in-
creased the Republican majority in the Senate in 2018. Contrary to the hys-
terical proclamations by the media and Democrats, history shows us that 
when the Senate and the White House are controlled by the same party, the 
President has nominated a Supreme Court Justice during an election year, 
and the Senate has confirmed that nominee. 

This how-to guide contains important information like that - the history of 
how this has happened in election years prior, and information about why 
Judge Barrett is so exceptionally qualified to serve on the Supreme Court.

This guide is designed for activists and groups alike. We have included mes-
saging, sample social media, a sample letter to the editor (as well as guid-
ance for how to write a letter to the editor), and other resources for you to 
use.

With the Senate confirmation hearings slated to start on Monday, October 
12th, we have crafted this guide to make it easy for you to show your sup-
port for Judge Barrett.

We look forward to seeing how you employ the various components of this 
guide, and to watching Judge Amy Coney Barrett sworn in as the next United 
States Supreme Court Justice! 

In liberty,

The Tea Party Patriots Action Support Team

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
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OPTIONS FOR ENGAGEMENT

Write 1 Facebook post to share with your friends about the need to 
confirm Amy Coney Barrett quickly.
 (Total time: 10 minutes) 

Tweet about confirming Amy Coney Barrett to the Supreme Court.
 (Total time: 10 minutes) 

Submit a letter to the editor. Use our template or write your own using 
the facts included in this guide. 
 (Total time: 10 minutes to 30 minutes depending on the option chosen.) 

Submit an email to your Senators using their online contact forms about 
quickly confirming Amy Coney Barrett to the Supreme Court. Use our 
template or write your own. 
 (Total time: 30 minutes) 

Write an email or letter to your network encouraging them to also make 
calls to their Senators about quickly confirming Amy Coney Barrett to 
the Supreme Court. Use our template or write your own. 
 (Total time: 10 minutes)

Sign our petition and be sure to “check the box” so we can send your 
name to your Senators. It can be found here:  http://tpp.us/scotus
 (Total time: 2 minutes)

Share our petition (http://tpp.us/scotus) on social media. 
 (Total time: 5 minutes)

Call your Senators to tell them you want them to quickly confirm Amy 
Coney Barrett to the Supreme Court. 
 (Total time: 10 minutes)
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Justice O’Connor was confirmed in 33 days.  Justice Ginsburg was confirmed in 42 
days.  Both were confirmed nearly unanimously.

In 2016, the American people elected a Republican president and voted to main the 
Republicans’ majority in the Senate. In 2018, the American people again voted to 
preserve the Republicans’ majority in the Senate.  

Senate control has overwhelmingly determined the fate of election-year Supreme 
Court nominations.

Before this most recent instance, there have been 15 times in U.S. history that a 
Supreme Court vacancy has arisen in a presidential election year, and the President 
nominated someone that year. This latest vacancy is the 16th such occurrence. 

Seven of those 15 times, voters had put in place an opposite-party Senate. Only two 
of these seven nominations were confirmed.

Eight of those 15 times, voters had chosen a Senate majority of the same party as the 
President. Seven out of eight nominees were confirmed. The only nominee who was 
not confirmed faced serious questions of judicial ethics.

Like Justices O’Connor and Ginsburg, Judge Barrett is a person of impeccable 
character and extraordinary achievement.  She received bipartisan support in the 
Senate in her last confirmation in 2017 and deserves no less now. Judge Barrett would 
make another great justice.

Judge Barrett also received bipartisan and unanimous praise from her fellow Supreme 
Court clerks. Every one of the law clerks from the 1998-99 term (including Justice 
Ginsburg’s clerks) signed a letter praising her as “smart, honorable, and fair-minded” 
and emphasizing that she will “make an excellent addition to the federal bench.” The 
clerks praised her “remarkable legal abilities” and remarked that she “conducted 
herself with professionalism, grace, and integrity.”

The Senate should give Judge Barrett a full and fair hearing and confirm her so that 
the Court can continue its important role of upholding the law.

MESSAGING ON CONFIRMING AMY CONEY BARRETT



















Summary: The precedent throughout US history demonstrates that Presidents of both 
parties have nominated new Supreme Court Justices in presidential election years, and 
in years when the White House and Senate have been controlled by the same party, the 
nominees have been confirmed. This process is both normal and constitutional.

TIMING
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MESSAGING ON CONFIRMING AMY CONEY BARRETT (CONT.)

Judge Barrett has served in prestigious academic positions, teaching law at the Notre 
Dame Law School, the George Washington University Law School, and the University 
of Virginia Law School.

Judge Barrett has taught and researched in the areas of federal courts, constitutional 
law, constitutional theory, statutory interpretation, civil procedure, and evidence.

Judge Barrett’s scholarship has been published in leading law journals, including the 
Columbia Law Review, Virginia Law Review, and Texas Law Review.

Judge Barrett clerked for Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia and D.C. Circuit Judge 
Laurence H. Silberman.

In recognition of her expertise, before she became a judge she was appointed by the 
Chief Justice to serve on the Advisory Committee for the Federal Rules of Appellate 
Procedure from 2010-2016.

Judge Barrett has consistently expressed her belief that it is “never appropriate for 
a judge to impose that judge’s personal convictions . . . on the law.”  Instead, she 
believes that judges should base their decisions on laws and the Constitution.

Judge Barrett understands that power under our Constitution ultimately rests with 
the American people, and that it is the structure of our Constitution that protects 
our liberties.  That fundamental understanding puts her firmly in the mainstream of 
American legal thought.

Judge Barrett is an originalist and a textualist who believes that the role of a judge is 
to say what the law is, and not what it should be.

Summary: After assessing Judge Barrett’s qualifications, any honest person will conclude 
that she is a top legal scholar and is exceptionally qualified to serve on the court.

Summary: Judge Barrett is committed to the Constitution.

QUALIFICATIONS

JUDICIAL PHILOSOPHY
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MESSAGING ON CONFIRMING AMY CONEY BARRETT (CONT.)

Democrats want to defund the police, and they are standing by while our cities burn.

The election has not even happened, and yet Democrats are already threatening to 
pack the Supreme Court and abolish the legislative filibuster.

This country has a long history of promoting and protecting religious liberty.  Yet 
Democrats and their allies have decided to attack Judge Barrett because of her faith.

This focus on Judge Barrett’s personal beliefs is just a thinly veiled attack on her faith.
 
Judge Barrett’s personal beliefs haven’t controlled her rulings as a judge.

As Judge Barrett said on the day she was nominated “a judge must apply the law as 
written. Judges are not policymakers and they must be resolute in setting aside any 
policy views they may hold.” 

1. Judge Barrett has said repeatedly, including under oath while being confirmed 
to the Seventh Circuit, that her personal policy views will not affect her legal 
analysis of the words of the Constitution or statutes.  

2. Judge Barret, in her 2017 confirmation hearing: “It’s never appropriate for a 
judge to impose that judge’s personal convictions, whether they derive from 
faith or anywhere else on the law.”  

We aren’t electing a Senator or a President, we are confirming a new Justice to the 
Supreme Court, politics has no place in the courtroom. 

Democrats have launched the same scare tactics on abortion against Republican 
judicial nominees going back 40 years to Sandra Day O’Connor. 

Summary: Judge Barrett’s record on the bench is consistent: she fairly applies the law and the 
Constitution, and the attacks on her faith are inappropriate and unacceptable in America.

*Much of this messaging was originally published on ConfirmAmy.com by Judicial Crisis Network.

DEMOCRAT OPPOSITION

ATTACKS ON JUDGE BARRETT’S FAITH
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SAMPLE SOCIAL MEDIA

The following are tweets that you can share with your friends and co-workers. If you are viewing this 
document on your computer, simply click a post to retweet it in Twitter. Otherwise, type the link below 
the tweet into your browser and a “retweet” page should load. Alternatively, feel free to use the text of 
these tweets as ideas for your own social media posts.

tpp.us/acbtweet4

tpp.us/acbtweet1

tpp.us/acbtweet2

tpp.us/acbtweet3

tpp.us/acbtweet5
tpp.us/acbtweet8

tpp.us/acbtweet9

tpp.us/acbtweet10

tpp.us/acbtweet6

tpp.us/acbtweet7
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how to write a letter to the editor

WHAT IS A LETTER TO THE EDITOR?

A letter to the editor is a letter written to the Editor 
of a newspaper. The letter is an opportunity for 
you to express your opinion about a recent article 
published in the paper or an issue in the news.  

Writing letters to the editor is an important 
engagement tool for activists. They allow activists to 
do the following:

1) Reach a broader audience than you
normally would have;

2) Hold your local journalists accountable;

3) Present alternative views on
political issues.

Letters to the editor are usually found in the first 
section of the newspaper or on the editorial page.

GUIDELINES FOR GETTING A LETTER TO THE 
EDITOR PUBLISHED

Most newspapers publish guidelines with their 
specific requirements for getting a letter published, 
but here are some general rules that will help you 
get your letter to the editor published.

• Include your name and address and a telephone
number where you can be reached.

• Be respectful and courteous, even when
disagreeing with the Editorial Board about a
specific issue.

• Be specific. If you are opposed to more gun
control, mention the specific reasons why.
Provide examples.

• Cite your sources.  If you include any quoted
material, be sure to correctly cite your source
or attribute the quote.

• Use proper grammar.  Spellcheck your letter
and be sure to use proper grammar.  Refer to
The Elements of Style for a great overview of
effective writing.

• Be concise. Letters to the editor are much
more likely to be published if they are 300
words or fewer. Make your point as clearly and
concisely as possible.

NEW
S
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SAMPLE LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,

President Trump’s nominee to the Supreme Court, Amy Coney Barrett, is an 
outstanding choice, and deserves a swift and fair hearing and confirmation.

Much has been said by Democrats in the Senate about the “illegitimacy” of this 
nomination, but the truth is, the Constitution demands that the president fill 
vacancies as they arise, and that the Senate provide “advice and consent” on 
such nominations. The president’s term does not expire until January 20th of 
next year, and it is not merely legitimate for this process to take place, but it is 
imperative that it take place now. 

As far as the nominee herself, Amy Coney Barrett is a model jurist. She 
is highly respected for her intellect and judicial philosophy that prioritizes 
the Constitution. Jonathan Turley, the noted legal scholar, (and, it is worth 
mentioning, a Democrat) recently wrote of Amy Coney Barrett: “[T]he 
extraordinary career of Barrett should be a celebration of feminism. She 
graduated at the top of her law class, became a national thought leader, and 
ascended to one of the highest courts in the nation.”  Many others across the 
country share his high esteem for her.

Senate Democrats are now asking for a formal delay in her confirmation 
hearing because, they claim, we need more time to get to know her. This is 
a disingenuous argument, however, as many of the Democrats are resolutely 
refusing to meet with Judge Barrett to get to know her and explore the issues. 

I urge readers of this paper to call our two U.S. senators and encourage them to 
support a fair hearing for Judge Barrett.

<<Your Name>>
<<Your City>>
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SAMPLE LETTER TO SENATORS

<<Today’s Date>>

The Honorable <<Senator’s First and Last Name>>
<<Senator’s Address>>
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator <<Senator’s Last Name>>,

I write to urge you to quickly vote to confirm Judge Amy Coney Barrett to the 
United States Supreme Court. Like Justices O’Connor and Ginsburg, Judge 
Barrett is a person of impeccable character and extraordinary achievement.  She 
received bipartisan support in the Senate in her last confirmation and deserves no 
less now. Judge Barrett would make another great justice. 

Judge Barrett also received bipartisan and unanimous praise from her fellow 
Supreme Court clerks. Every one of the law clerks from the 1998-99 Term 
(including Justice Ginsburg’s clerks) signed a letter praising her as “smart, 
honorable, and fair-minded” and emphasizing that she will “make an excellent 
addition to the federal bench.” The clerks praised her “remarkable legal abilities” 
and remarked that she “conducted herself with professionalism, grace, and 
integrity.” 

Judge Barrett has consistently expressed her belief that it is “never appropriate 
for a judge to impose that judge’s personal convictions . . . on the law.”  Instead, 
she believes that judges should base their decisions on laws and the Constitution.

Please meet with Judge Amy Coney Barrett, and confirm her to serve on the 
United States Supreme Court.

Thank you,

<<Your Name>>
<<Your Full Address>>
<<Your Email Address>>
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SAMPLE EMAIL TO FRIENDS AND NETWORK

Below is a short email that you can send to your friends or tea party group, encouraging them to 
call or write their Senators telling them to vote to confirm Amy Coney Barrett quickly. If you have 
the Senators’ names and contact information, include that at the bottom of the email.

Dear <<Friend’s Name>>,

Due to the passing of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, there is a vacancy on the Supreme Court. 
The media and others are trying to make it seem as though there is something corrupt or 
unconstitutional about President Trump nominating and the Senate confirming the nominee 
simply because it is a presidential election year.

This couldn’t be further from the truth. There has been a Supreme Court vacancy at least 15 times 
in our nation’s history during a presidential election year, and in every instance, the President 
nominate someone to fill the seat.

7 of those times, the White House and the Senate were controlled by opposing parties. In only 2 of 
those instances was the nominee confirmed.

However, 8 of those times, the White House and the Senate were controlled by the same party, 
and 7 of those 8 nominees were confirmed – in a presidential election year.

Far from this being unprecedented, as the Democrats and media are claiming, or a violation 
of the norms or the Constitution, it is in fact completely normal and 100% constitutional. The 
Constitution allows the President to make the nomination at any time during his term in office, 
and it authorizes the Senate to “advise and consent” at any time during that session of Congress.

Republicans control the White House and the Senate. They have to right to move forward with this 
nomination and hopefully this confirmation. Judge Amy Coney Barrett is absolutely qualified to 
fill this seat, and her judicial philosophy is one of restraint, originalism, and textualism. She loves 
America and the Constitution.

Will you call and write to your Senators today and tell them that you support Judge Amy Coney 
Barrett for the Supreme Court and you would like them to meet with her and vote to confirm her? 
With a contentious election right around the corner, America needs a full Supreme Court.

Sincerely,

<<Your Name>>
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SAMPLE SCRIPT FOR CALLING SENATORS

We have included a phone script that can be used when calling Senators, urging them to quickly 
confirm Amy Coney Barrett.

Main Capitol Switchboard Number: 1-202-224-3121

Ask for your Senator’s office.
(Note: Have your zip code available. The operator may ask for your zip code.)

Your Senator’s office assistant will answer the phone.

Identify yourself and explain why you are calling.

My name is ________ and I’m a voter calling from (your city and state) to urge 
Senator _______ to vote for the confirmation of Judge Amy Coney Barrett to 
the Supreme Court. Judge Barrett received bipartisan support in the Senate 
in her last confirmation and deserves no less now. 

Judge Barrett would make another great justice and is exceptionally quali-
fied to serve on the Supreme Court. I ask that the Senator meet with Judge 
Barrett and vote for her confirmation.

Thank you.

EXAMPLE EXPLAINATION

1

2
3
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STATEMENTS OF SUPPORT 

Conservative Voices
LEONARD LEO

“Judge Barrett will be a great role model for future generations seeking to ensure that the rule of 
law advances the dignity of all people.”
CARRIE SEVERINO, PRESIDENT OF THE JUDICIAL CRISIS NETWORK

“[Judge Barrett has] remarkable intellect, character, and devotion to the Constitution.”
ED WHELAN, PRESIDENT OF ETHICS AND PUBLIC POLICY CENTER

“..she’s an extraordinary person and has an extraordinary legal mind.”
LAURA INGRAHAM

“She’d be a phenomenal SCOTUS Justice.”
MARK LEVIN

“[Judge Barrett is a] solid constitutionalist.”
NEWT GINGRICH

“Judge Kavanaugh] is whip-smart [and] well-respected. [He is] not afraid to stake out bold 
positions on coJudge Amy Coney Barrett would make an outstanding Supreme Court Justice. 
Her clarity and intellectual strength in the Senate hearings for her current judgeship showed an 
intellect and a depth of thought that would be powerful on the Supreme Court.”
MARJORIE DANNENFLESER, PRESIDENT OF SUSAN B. ANTHONY LIST

“She is the perfect combination of brilliant jurist and a woman who brings the argument to the 
court that is potentially the contrary to the views of the sitting women justices.”
EAGLE FORUM

“She is precisely the kind of role model our daughters need . . . . As a former clerk for the late 
Justice Antonin Scalia and a fundamental Constitutionalist, Judge Coney Barrett will ensure that 
our nation’s freedoms will be upheld.”
TONY PERKINS, PRESIDENT OF FAMILY RESEARCH COUNCIL

“[Judge Barrett] will adhere to the rule of law, and fairly and neutrally decide the cases before her. 
The president is doing his job nominating sound judges who will do their job and not engage in 
activism.”
TIM WILDMON, PRESIDENT OF AMERICAN FAMILY ASSOCIATION; TERRY SCHILLING, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF 
AMERICAN PRINCIPLES PROJECT; & PHILLIP L. JAUREGUI, PRESIDENT OF JUDICIAL ACTION GROUP

“She has consistently held to the constitutionally essential view that judges should never 
legislate their personal views from the bench.”
This list was originally published on ConfirmAmy.com by Judicial Crisis Network.
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STATEMENTS OF SUPPORT (CONT.) 

CATHERINE GLENN FOSTER, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF AMERICANS UNITED FOR LIFE

“[Judge Barrett] committed constitutionalist.”
JENNIFER C. BRACERAS & ERIN HAWLEY, INDEPENDENT WOMEN’S FORUM

“[Judge] Barrett is... firmly committed to originalism and textualism—twin tenets of 
interpretation that constrain the ability of judges to impose their own moral values.”
MONA CHAREN

“[Judge Barrett is an] eminently qualified, brilliant Supreme Court candidate.”
RAMESH PONNURU

“[Judge Barrett’s ] educational history—she went to Rhodes College and Notre Dame Law School—
would add a little welcome diversity to a Supreme Court full of Yale and Harvard alumni.

SARAH HUCKABEE SANDERS, FORMER WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY

“a working mom with impeccable legal credentials.”
Senators
JOHN CORNYN

“Judge Amy Coney Barrett is a legal trailblazer w/respect for the law & our nation’s founding 
principles. Throughout her career, she has maintained the importance of an independent judiciary 
that interprets the law & Constitution as-written, operating free from political pressure.”
MIKE LEE

“She’s got a proven track record. She’s someone who understands the difference between judging 
and lawmaking. She understands that she’s there to interpret the law based on what the words 
say rather than on the basis of what some social scientist or lawyer might wish that it said. That’s 
exactly the kind of person we need on the Supreme Court, and I think it will and should be her.”
TODD YOUNG

“Amy Coney Barrett is a faithful constitutionalist... who will represent Hoosier values. Proud to 
support her nomination for the 7th Circuit.”
House Members
MIKE JOHNSON

“As I reminded President Trump most recently over the weekend, Amy should be considered a 
“female Scalia,” and the natural inheritor of his extraordinary legacy on the Court. She clerked for 
him, studied constitutional law under him, and is cut out of the same mold. She is exactly what 
the president promised when he vowed to appoint ‘justices like Antonin Scalia.’”

This list was originally published on ConfirmAmy.com by Judicial Crisis Network.
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STATEMENTS OF SUPPORT (CONT.) 

ANDY BIGGS, JIM BANKS, PETER KING, JACKIE WALORSKI, & STEVE KING

“We are confident that Judge Barrett, if nominated and confirmed to the Supreme Court, will 
respect and defend the original text of the U.S. Constitution, as intended by America’s founding 
fathers,”... “Her presence and critical vote on our nation’s highest court will help restore the 
balance of the separation of powers between the executive, legislative, and judicial branches.”
Academia
CARTER SNEAD, A LONGTIME FAMILY FRIEND AND NOTRE DAME LAW PROFESSOR

“There’s just consensus: Amy Barrett, is the best student, the smartest and most talented person 
to ever come through the University of Notre Dame Law School.”
RICHARD W. GARNETT, PROFESSOR OF LAW AND CONCURRENT PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME

“[Judge] Barrett is careful, conscientious, civil, and charitable, and blessed with an unusual 
combination of decency, grace under pressure, kindness, rigor, and judgment. If nominated and 
confirmed, she would be an outstanding justice, committed to the rule of law and to the faithful 
performance of her judicial duty... she is a respected scholar, an award-winning teacher, a razor-
sharp lawyer, a disciplined and diligent jurist, and a person of the highest character. And, if she 
were nominated and confirmed, she would be not just an excellent, but a great, Justice.”
ROBERT P. GEORGE, MCCORMICK PROFESSOR OF JURISPRUDENCE & DIRECTOR, JAMES MADISON PROGRAM, 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

“[Judge Barrett is] super smart... [and] guided by the constitutional text, its logic, structure, and 
original public meaning.”
JONATHAN H. ADLER, A LAW PROFESSOR AT CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY

“Her conservatism is embedded in her methodological and jurisprudential commitments, not any 
commitment to a particular policy outcome. As a scholar and a judge, she has shown herself to be 
a very careful and deliberate thinker who is concerned with getting the right answer, whether or 
not it’s the popular answer.”
NOAH FELDMAN, PROFESSOR AT HARVARD LAW SCHOOL AND FORMER CLERK TO U.S. SUPREME COURT JUSTICE DAVID 
SOUTER

“I disagree with much of her judicial philosophy and expect to disagree with many, maybe 
even most of her future votes and opinions. Yet despite this disagreement, I know her to be a 
brilliant and conscientious lawyer who will analyze and decide cases in good faith, applying the 
jurisprudential principles to which she is committed. Those are the basic criteria for being a good 
justice. Barrett meets and exceeds them.”

This list was originally published on ConfirmAmy.com by Judicial Crisis Network.
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TEA PARTY PATRIOTS ACTION PRESS RELEASE

TPPA Strongly Supports Judge Amy 
Coney Barrett for Supreme Court
Tea Party Patriots Action Honorary Chairman Jenny Beth Martin released the following statement 
today.

“President Trump is continuing to keep his promises to grassroots conservatives. Judge 
Amy Coney Barrett is an outstanding jurist.  President Trump’s nominations have been 
a model of transparency – with all three nominees being chosen from a list the President 
shared with the public ahead of time.  The President continues to stick to his list, while 
Joe Biden refuses to release one of his own. 

Judge Amy Coney Barrett is extremely qualified – both in terms of her professional 
experience, and in terms of her judicial philosophy. She will be an asset to the court as it 
considers landmark cases that directly bear on our Constitutional rights – from religious 
liberty to the Second Amendment, from healthcare to immigration.  The Senate must 
consider and confirm Judge Coney Barrett as soon as possible because the election might 
be contested and an eight-member Supreme Court would leave our nation at an impasse.”
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